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Abstract General Relativity and its higher derivative exten-
sions have symmetric teleparallel reformulations in terms of
the non-metricity tensor within a torsion-free and flat geom-
etry. These notes present a derivation of the exact propagator
for the most general infinite-derivative, even-parity and gen-
erally covariant theory in the symmetric teleparallel space-
time. The action made up of the non-metricity tensor and its
contractions is decomposed into terms involving the metric
and a gauge vector field and is found to complement the pre-
viously known non-local ghost- and singularity-free theories.

Recent detections of gravitational waves [1,2], or fluctua-
tions in the gravitational field, fully agree with the predic-
tions of General Relativity (GR). As a theory of the met-
ric gravitational field, however, GR remains incomplete in
the ultra-violet. Simple but infinite-derivative-order actions
that alleviate the singular structure of GR without introduc-
ing new degrees of freedom [3–6], have lead to promising
results in recent investigations into e.g. quantum loops [7,8],
scattering amplitudes [9,10], inflation [11,12], bouncing cos-
mology [13–15] and black holes [16,17].

The purpose of this note is to generalise the classification
of metric theories from Riemannian (see Ref. [6]) to a more
general geometry.

Recently it has been suggested that a reconciliation
between gravitation as a gauge theory of translations [18,19]
and as a gauge theory of the general linear transformation
GL(4) [20,21] could be achieved by stipulating that the for-
mer group of transformations should be the unbroken remain-
der of the latter, in the frame where inertial effects are absent
[22] (where by ‘unbroken’ we mean that the gauge is fixed
in such a way that the affine connection always remains a
translation). This logic leads us to the symmetric teleparallel
spacetime [23], see also [22,24–26].

An affine connection �a
bc is invariantly characterised by

its curvature,

a e-mail: a.conroy@lancaster.ac.uk

Ra
bcd = 2∂[c�a

d]b + 2�a[c|e|�e
d]b, (1)

and its torsion, T a
bc = 2�a

[bc]. In a teleparallel space-
time, where Ra

bcd = 0, the inertial connection is given
by a general linear transformation Jab of the trivial van-
ishing connection solution or “coincident gauge” [22], as
�a

bc = (J−1)ad∂b J dc, where (J−1)ad are the components
of the inverse matrix that parameterises the GL(4) transfor-
mation. In a symmetric teleparallel spacetime, the torsion
also vanishes T a

bc = 0. It follows that (J−1)ad∂[b J dc] = 0,
which indeed leaves us with the coordinate-changing diffeo-
morphism Jab = ∂bξ

a which was identified with translations
(by a vector ξa in the tangent space) in the gauging of the
Poincaré group already in Ref. [27]. The frame field can be
obtained by the nonlinear realisation of the translation gauge
potential [28]. We refer the reader to Fig. 1 for the relations
between the eight types of affinely connected spacetimes.

In the presence of a metric gab, we can not only define
the curvature and torsion but also the non-metricity Qabc =
∇agbc, where ∇a is the covariant derivative with respect to the
affine connection �a

bc. The non-metricity has two indepen-
dent traces, which we denote as Qa = Q b

a b and Q̃a = Q b
b a .

The quadratic form

Q2 = 1

4
QabcQ

abc− 1

2
QabcQ

bca− 1

4
QaQ

a+ 1

2
Qa Q̃

a, (2)

is equivalent to the metric Ricci scalar R, up to a bound-
ary term [22]. To be more precise, R is contraction of the
Riemann tensor (1) via R = gacgbdRabcd , where the affine
connection �a

bc is none other than the Christoffel symbol,
while the boundary term is given by [22] Da(Qa − Q̃a),
where Da is the covariant derivative of the Christoffel sym-
bol.

Beltrán et al. [22] introduced the Palatini formalism for
teleparallel and symmetric teleparallel gravity theories. In
these notes, however, we adopt the inertial variation

[29] as the recipe to obtain the field equations in a covariant
form within the desired geometry. Our degrees of freedom
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Fig. 1 Diagram of affinely connected metric spacetimes illustrating all
permutations of the non-metricity tensor Qabc, the Riemann curvature
Ra

bcd and the torsion T a
bc, where indices have been suppressed for

presentation purposes. For more details on these spacetimes see Refs.
[19–29]

are the fluctuations hab in the metric gab, and the vector
fluctuations ua that determine the connection �c

ab,

gab = ηab + hab, �cab = ∂a∂buc. (3)

From the above, it is straightforward to verify that the com-
ponents of the non-metricity tensor are given by

Qabc = ∂a(hbc − 2∂(buc)), (4)

which is by construction a tensor and invariant under the
infinitesimal diffeomorphism δξhab = 2ξ(a,b), δξua = ξa .

We consider the most general covariant, parity-even
Lagrangian that is quadratic in non-metricity.1 There are 10
possible terms:

− 2LG = −1

2

[
Qabca1(�) + 2Qbacb1(�)

]
Qabc

+
[
∇eQ

aecb2(�) + 1

2
∇eQ

cea f2(�)

]
�−1∇bQabc

−
[
Qac2(�) + 1

2
Q̃a f3(�)

]
�−1∇b∇cQabc

−1

2

[
Qad1(�)Qa + 2Q̃ac1(�)Qa + 2Q̃ab3(�)Q̃a

]

−1

2
Qaef f1(�)�−2∇e∇ f ∇b∇cQabc. (5)

1 For the purpose of deriving the propagator for an arbitrary theory, it
suffices to expand the action to the quadratic order in the field strength.
Furthermore, the action is parity-even if it is invariant under parity-
transformations whereby the sign of the spatial coordinates is flipped.

The functions ai (�), bi (�), ci (�), di (�), fi (�) are ana-
lytic functions of the D’Alembertian operator� ≡ gab∇a∇b,
modulated by a mass scale M , so as to remain dimensionless.
The special case with the five non-vanishing constants a1, b1,
c1, d1 and b3 has been considered previously [22,24,25].

We include matter sources by considering the total
Lagrangian density to be given by L = LG + LM , while
taking into account the currents at the linear order in the
perturbative expansion (3), like so

τab = −2√−g

δ
(√−gLM

)

δgab
, τa = −2√−g

δ
(√−gLM

)

δua
. (6)

These are the (linearised) stress energy tensor and the hyper-
stress vector, respectively. By substituting the expansion (4)
into the Lagrangian (5) and varying w.r.t. hab and ua , we
obtain the equations of motion for the two fields. Thus, the
field equation for the metric field can be written as

− τab = a�
(
hab − 2∂(aub)

)

+2b
(
∂c∂(ahc

b) − ∂(a�ub) − ∂c∂a∂buc
)

+c
[
∂a∂bh − 2∂a∂b∂dud + ηab

(
∂e∂chec − 2∂c�uc

)]

+ηabd�
(
h − 2∂cuc

)

+ f �−1
(
∂a∂c∂e∂bhec − 2∂a∂b∂c�uc

)
, (7)

while the field equation for the connection field is given by

− 1

2
τa = [a + b] �

(
∂bhb

a − �ua
)

− [(a + b) + 2(c + d) + 2(b + c + f )] �∂c∂auc

+ [b + c + f ] ∂b∂c∂ahbc + [c + d] �∂ah. (8)

The reader should note that we have eased the burden of
notation by dropping the arguments from the 10 functions
appearing in (5) and by grouping them into the 5 functions
defined by

a ≡ a1,

b ≡ b1 + b2 + b3,

c ≡ c1 + c2,

d ≡ d1,

f ≡ f1 + f2 + f3. (9)

The first port of call is to establish consistency with known
results in the familiar Riemannian geometry. To this end, let
us turn our attention to what happens if we eliminate the
vector field ua from the theory. Substituting ua = 0 into (7)
and we find, as expected, that the metric field equation does
indeed reduce to the known field equation in Riemannian
geometry, see [6]. Furthermore, it is straightforward to check
that the Bianchi identity i.e. ∂aτ

ab = 0 dictates that the
constraints
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ua = 0 ⇒ a + b = c + d = b + c + f = 0, (10)

which were established in [6] hold also in this case. Moreover,
substitution of these constraints into (8) results in the field
equations vanishing identically in the absence of a source,
i.e. τ a = 0.

Having obtained commonality with known results for the
most general, parity-even action that is quadratic in curvature
within Riemannian geometry, we now turn our attention to
GR. From (2), we know that the equivalent of the Einstein-
Hilbert Lagrangian is given by LG = Q2. Upon reflection,
we observe that the Lagrangian (5) reduces to that of GR for
the non-vanishing parameters a1 = −b1 = c1 = −d1 = 1,
which obey (10), as required.

At the linear order, there are indeed many other equivalent
theories that remain invariant consistently within the �a

bc =
0 gauge, i.e. (10) is satisfied. To be explicit, the action with
five free functions,

LG = Q2 + b2(�)
(
Q̃aQa − 2QbacQabc

)

+b3(�)
(
Q̃aQa − ∇eQ

aec�−1∇bQabc

)

+c1(�)Qa
(
Q̃a − �−1∇b∇cQabc

)

+ f2(�)
(
∇eQ

cea + Q̃a∇b
)

�−1∇cQabc

+ f3(�)

(
Q̃a − Qaef ∇e∇ f

�

) ∇b∇c

� Qabc, (11)

represents the class of theories that reduce to (symmetric
teleparallel) equivalents of GR at the quadratic order.

Concerning higher derivatives, we note that the connec-
tion equation of motion2 is generically third order in metric
derivatives unless parameters are chosen in such a way that
(10) holds. Investigating whether this would pose a problem
for the Cauchy formulation is beyond the scope of this study.

By taking into account the inertial connection, we retain
consistency with the Bianchi identities for any choice of
parameters to all orders [22]. We demonstrate this important
fact, at the linear order, by taking the divergence of (7),

− ∂aτ
ab = (a + b)�

(
∂ah

ab − �ub − ∂c∂buc
)

+(c + d)
(
�∂bh − 2�∂c∂buc

)

+(b + c + f )
(
∂c∂e∂bhec − 2�∂c∂buc

)
. (12)

Comparison with (8) confirms the relation

∂aτ
ab = 1

2
τ b, (13)

2 It can be seen from Eq. (5.8.21) of Ref. [21] that in the frame for-
mulation, the case with non-metricity and vanishing torsion leads to
higher-derivatives in the first (i.e. the frame) field equation, whereas in
our Palatini formulation they appear in the second (i.e. connection) field
equation.

which is our desired conservation law. At this point, we make
a further simplification by assuming that matter is minimally
coupled in that the field ua does not enter into the matter
lagrangian LM . This is identically true in a vacuum and for
canonical scalar and vector fields. To couple spinor matter
one may assume the equivalent of the standard Levi-Civita
connection recast in non-metric geometry [25]. The standard
metric coupling is a consequence of the Hermitian property
of the Dirac action [30].

Our intention now is to express the field equation (7)
purely in terms of the metric hab. In the minimally cou-
pled system, we can neglect the hyperstress vector (6) (i.e.
τ a = 0) and integrate out the connection. By the divergence
of the equation of motion (8), we can relate the divergence
of the vector ua to the derivatives of the metric fluctuation
like so,

�∂cuc = α − (c + d)

2α
∂e∂

dhd
e + (c + d)

2α
�h. (14)

Further still, by returning this result into the equation of
motion (8), it is possible to express the vector ua purely in
terms of the derivatives of the metric fluctuation,

− (a + b) �2ua = − (a + b) �∂bhb
a −

{
(b + c + f )

− [2α − (a + b)] [α − (c + d)]

2α

}
∂b∂c∂ahbc

−
{
(c + d) − [2α − (a + b)] [c + d]

2α

}
∂a�h.

(15)

Here, we have defined a short-hand notation introducing a
parameter α that vanishes in the pure-metric case (10),

α ≡ (a + b) + (c + d) + (b + c + f ). (16)

As a cross-check of these relations, we note that (14) and
(15) do indeed result in a vanishing divergence of the field
equation (7), in accordance with the condition (13) in our
minimally coupled prescription τ a = 0. To eliminate the
inertial connection from (7) entirely, we require the combi-
nation ∂(a�ub) which can be easily deduced from (15).

Substitution then reveals the field equations with the
source τ ab purely in terms of the field hab:

− τ ab = a
(
�hab − 2∂(a∂chc

b) + �−1∂a∂c∂e∂bhec
)

+
[
d − (c + d)2

α

] [
ηab(�h − ∂e∂chec)

−∂a∂bh + �−1∂a∂c∂e∂bhec
]
. (17)
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As a final piece of book-keeping, let us define

A ≡ a,

C ≡ (c + d)2

(a + b) + (c + d) + (b + c + f )
− d. (18)

so that the field equation (17) can be expressed in the
following useful form

− τ ab = A(�)
(
�hab − 2∂(a∂chc

b)
)

−C(�)
(
ηab�h − ηab∂e∂chec − ∂a∂bh

)

+ [A(�) − C(�)] �−1∂a∂c∂e∂bhec. (19)

We now move on to our main task, the propagator for
the theory (5). The metric propagator 	abcd is defined via
	−1

abcdh
cd = τab and is determined by the above form of the

field equation [6] in terms of the Barnes-Rivers spin projec-
tors [31]. If we first define the transversal projectors for the
wavevectors ka in the Fourier space � → −k2 as

θab = ηab − kakb
k2 , (20)

we can present the two projectors relevant to us as

P(2)
abcd = θc(aθb)d − 1

2
θabθcd , P(0)

abcd = 1

3
θabθcd , (21)

for spin-2 and spin-0, respectively. The propagator, which is
well-known to allow no vector excitations in flat space, is
given by

	abcd = P(2)
abcd

Ak2 + 3 (A − C)

2A (A − 3C)

P(0)
abcd

k2 . (22)

Depending on the functions A(�) andC(�) in (18), the spec-
trum can contain an arbitrary number of spin-2 and spin-0
modes. The GR form (2) is given by A(−k2) = C(−k2) = 1,
for which the scalar sector decouples. It is then the k−2P(2)

abcd
sector that propagates the graviton as in the massless repre-
sentation with two polarisations.

We have now isolated the propagator for the metric field
but this is not the full story. We arrived at the result (22)
by integrating out the connection, using its own equation
of motion (8). In general, the reverse can not be similarly
achieved, i.e. we cannot integrate out the metric to isolate the
propagator for the connection due to the non-trivial coupling
of the two fields. We can however arrive at the propagator
for the combined field content of the theory.

This is most conveniently written in terms of P(2̄), the
conventional projector of the spin-2 field inclusive of the lon-
gitudinal mode, [31]; P(1), which is the conventional vector
projector; P(0̄) which projects the longitudinal scalar d.o.f.
carried by the vector ua in addition to the time-like scalar

d.o.f. projected by P(0); and P(×) which describes the mix-
ing between the two latter (we have removed subscripts abcd

that are common to all the projectors). The full result for the
total propagator is

k2	 = 1

a
P(2̄) + 1

a − b
P(1)

+q−2
0

[
αP(0) + (a + 3d)P(0̄) − √

3(c + d)P(×)
]
,

(23)

where we have introduced the short-hand q2
0 = (a+ 3d)α −

3(c + d)2.
As expected, the field ua can carry a spin-1 d.o.f. It was

explained and confirmed by various considerations in Refs.
[31,32] that pathologies cannot be avoided unless a + b = 0
so that P(1)-part of the propagator disappears.3 As such, this
is a constraint also upon the parameters of our theory. Fur-
thermore, we require a > 0 so as to avoid a ghost-like pole
for the graviton. While the signs of the two remaining scalar
pieces in the propagator (23) should be chosen so as to avoid
negative residues, we cannot exclude the possibility of these
pieces remaining in a viable theory. To start with, the Newto-
nian limit [33] quite strictly constrains the additional scalar
modes in the cases that do not satisfy (10). To categorically
exclude such models, perhaps based on the possible difficul-
ties with Cauchy formulation noted from (8), or by the poten-
tial issues such as acausal propagation that may be activated
at a nonlinear order, see e.g. [34,35], presents a considerable
technical challenge.

It is clear that the equivalents of all Riemannian metric the-
ories are contained within the symmetric teleparallel geom-
etry, since the propagators of the latter are included in (22).
We note also that some of the potentially viable scalar-tensor
theories contained in the action (5) would, in the Rieman-
nian context, require resorting to non-analytic functions with
problematical integral operators such as 1/� [33,36], which
is due to the higher derivatives of the Riemannian invari-
ants. However, it is impossible to give a mass to the gravi-
ton when restricting to analytic functions, which is easy to
see since a massive graviton would require a propagator of
the form P 2̄/(k2 + m2). Massive scalar fluctuations of the
form P0/(k2 + m2) are permitted, but the mass should be
sufficiently large so as not to run into conflict with local con-
straints on long-range forces.

3 In Ref. [32], the 4-vector was separated into two transverse 3-vectors
in an explicit expansion of the action, and it was demonstrated that one
of the two 3-vectors will acquire the wrong sign for its kinetic term.
Setting a + b = 0 decouples the piece of the vector ua for which
∇aua = 0 from the theory, essentially rendering the metric fluctuation
hab independently invariant under transverse diffeomorphisms.
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Finally, we consider the case of infinite-derivative actions.
By modulating the massless GR propagator by a suitable4

function, such as A(�) = C(�) = e− �
M2 , we can improve

the scaling ∼ k−2 of the GR propagator that leads to diver-
gences in the ultra-violet. This is realised by the following
infinite-derivative generalisation of the symmetric teleparal-
lel equivalent:

LG = 1

4
Qabce

− �
M2 Pabc, (24)

where

Pabc = 1

2
Qabc − Q(cb)a − 1

2
Qagbc + Q̃(bgc)a . (25)

Another possible theory, which at the linear order is equiva-
lent to (24), has an even simpler appearance, like so

LG = 1

4
Qe− �

M2 Q. (26)

Both the above Lagrangians reproduce the metric dynam-
ics of the Riemannian theory [6]

LG ∼ R + Rab

⎛
⎝exp (−D2

M2 ) − 1

D2

⎞
⎠

(
Rab − 1

2
R

)
. (27)

Thus, the Lagrangians (24), (26) and (27) all have the same

propagator in flat space: 	abcd = e
−k2

M2 k−2P(2)
abcd .

The elegance of the new formulations gives rise to opti-
mism for technical progress in the investigations into infinite-
derivative gravity [5–17], but also hint at a possible shortcut
towards a finite quantum theory. Non-locality has been recog-
nised as a key to reconcile unitarity with renormalisability
[3–6]. In the newly purified gravity [22], we further avoid
the conceptual difficulty of reconciling the local character
of the equivalence principle and the the non-local character
of the quantum uncertainty principle [37,38]. In teleparallel
gravity [19], in contrast to GR, it is possible to separate the
inertial effects from gravitation and to consider its quantisa-
tion. This separation is in-built to our geometry.

Open Access This article is distributed under the terms of the Creative
Commons Attribution 4.0 International License (http://creativecomm
ons.org/licenses/by/4.0/), which permits unrestricted use, distribution,
and reproduction in any medium, provided you give appropriate credit
to the original author(s) and the source, provide a link to the Creative
Commons license, and indicate if changes were made.
Funded by SCOAP3.

4 For a suitable function: 1) A(−k2 → 0) → 1 so that GR is recovered
in the infra-red, 2) A(�) = eγ (�), where γ (�) is an entire function,
so there are no additional poles, and 3) falls off sufficiently fast as
A(−k2 → −∞) → ∞ so as to tame ultra-violet singularities. In the
following examples, γ (�) = −�/M2.
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